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Libra MF Ceiling
Soffit Fixing

MF ceiling fixed with cleats to soffit - SWL = 30kg/m2
including frame, insulation and board.

MF ceiling direct fixed as option B - SWL = 23kg/m2
including frame, insulation and board

25mm x 25mm Libra 182
angle hangers cut and
bent, and fixed directly
to soffit

option A

insulation (as per specification) laid
over ceiling bars

Libra FF30 primary channels fixed to
hangers with 2no wafer head jackpoint screws. (fix through hanger into
primary channel)

option B
25mm x 25mm Libra 182
angle hangers fixed to the
soffit with cleats and M6
nuts and bolts

Libra FF10 secondary channels
fixed to FF30 primary channels at
400mm or 600mm centres with
2no wafer head jack-point screws

Libra FF20 perimeter trim fixed
to perimeter at 600mm
centres - mastic seal where
required for airtightness

lining board (as per specification) fixed to FF10
secondary channels with drywall screws at
max 230mm / 150mm centres

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which detail the legal duties of clients, client's agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.
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ML/TYP/140

Libra MF Ceiling
Section A - Wall Abutment

mastic seal

25mm x 25mm Libra 182
angle hangers fixed to the
soffit at 1200mm x
1200mm centres

Libra FF30 primary channels fixed to
hangers with 2no wafer head jackpoint screws. (fix through hanger into
primary channel)

max 1200mm

Libra FF10 secondary channels
fixed to FF30 primary channels at
400mm or 600mm centres with
2no wafer head jack-point screws

Libra FF20 perimeter trim fixed
to perimeter at 600mm
centres - mastic seal where
required for airtightness

lining board (as per specification) fixed to FF10
secondary channels with drywall screws at
max 230mm / 150mm centres

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which detail the legal duties of clients, client's agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.
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ML/TYP/141

Libra MF Ceiling
Section B - Wall Abutment

mastic seal

25mm x 25mm Libra 182
angle hangers fixed to the
soffit at 1200mm x
1200mm centres

max 1200mm
max 600mm

Libra FF30 primary channels fixed to
hangers with 2no wafer head jackpoint screws. (fix through hanger into
primary channel)

Libra FF10 secondary channels
fixed to FF30 primary channels at
400mm or 600mm centres with
2no wafer head jack-point screws

perimeter trim fixed to Libra
FF20 perimeter at 600mm
centres - mastic seal where
required for airtightness

lining board (as per specification) fixed to Libra
FF10 secondary channels with drywall screws
at max 230mm / 150mm centres

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which detail the legal duties of clients, client's agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.
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ML/TYP/142

Libra MF Ceiling
Board Layout

lining boards as per specification

230mm

150mm

1200mm

1200mm
FF30 primary
channels

FF10
secondary
channels

25x25mm
182 angle
hangers

400 or 600mm
centres
depending on
specification

FF20 Perimeter trim

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which detail the legal duties of clients, client's agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.
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